S P R I N T

SO BEAUTIFUL IT WILL MAKE YOU DREAM,
SO QUICK IT WILL MAKE YOUR HEART RACE
In 1954 Alfa Romeo introduced the world to the Giulietta Sprint, the car
that invented the idea of a high-performance compact car.
The engine came directly from racing, an aluminium 4-cylinder 1.3 litre that propelled the Sprint to an extraordinary 105 mph, a speed unheard of at the time.
The styling was by Bertone, the romantic and feisty silhouettes immediately heralded as a classic and an icon of Italian design.

But it wasn’t just about looks; the car also had real substance. Reliable
and accessible its price and running costs made it a dream to own.
The Giulietta Sprint is the car Italians desire, a much loved automotive and
social phenomenon with over 35,000 models produced.

Alfa Romeo Historic Motoring,
Documentation Centre (Arese, Milan)
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THE NEW GIULIETTA SPRINT.
Now, sixty years after the original, a new Giulietta Sprint is born.
Bearing all the classic sport styling of Alfa Romeo, the new Sprint has a unique trim level and attention to detail needed to become an object of desire once again.
1 17” 5-hole Sprint alloy wheel rims, as standard • 2 Sporty rear bumper insert • Oversized
tailpipe • 3 Sprint badge on body • 4 Polished anthracite finishes on grille, handles, mirrors
and fog light frames • Tinted rear windows.

SPRINT ON THE INSIDE TOO.
For the Giulietta, Sprint is a way of life. Bold and strong in every detail, the interior finishes reflect
its sporting heart.
The Sprint is powered by a 1.4 Turbo Petrol MultiAir 150 bhp engine. This is a brand new engine
unique to this model, capturing all the fun and engagement of the original Sprint driving experience.
5 Sprint seats in fabric and Alcantara® with red stitching and logo on headrest • 6 Dashboard with
carbon finish • Uconnect™ 6.5” RadioNav infotainment system, with 3D Maps, touchscreen and
Bluetooth®, optional • Dual zone auto climate control optional • 7 Door panels with carbon finish
• black interior.
• Leather steering wheel with red stitching pictured overleaf.
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ENGINE VERSIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
No. of cylinders, layout

1.4 TB 150 BHP
4, in line

Bore × stroke (mm)

72×84

Displacement (cm3)

1368

Compression ratio

10:1

Maximum power HP-EC (kW) at rpm (DYNAMIC driving mode)

150 (110)
at 5500 rpm

Peak torque Nm (kgm-EC) at rpm (DYNAMIC driving mode)

250 (25.5)
at 2500 rpm

Timing system (control)

Fuel supply

Start & Stop system

Toothed belt with hydraulic tappets
and intake side MultiAir system

MPFI supercharged and MultiAir direct valve
control system, intercooler
Standard

TRANSMISSION
Drive
Gearbox/transmission

Front
Manual, 6-speed

CAPACITIES - WEIGHTS
Fuel tank (litres)

60

Kerb weight DIN (kg)

1290

Max. towable weight (braked) (kg)

1300

PERFORMANCE
Top Speed (MPH)

130

Acceleration (driver + 30 kg) 0-62MPH

8,2

FUEL CONSUMPTION AS PER DIRECT. 1999/100/EC
Fuel consumption MPG (l/100km) urban cycle

37.2 (7.6)

Extra-urban cycle

61.4 (4.6)

Combined cycle

49.6 (5.7)

CO2 emissions (g/km)
Environmental classification

131
Euro 6

Fuel consumption and CO2 values are obtained for comparative purposes in accordance with EC directives/regulations and may not be representative of real life
driving conditions. Factors such as driving style, weather and road conditions may also have a significant effect on fuel consumption.

COLOUR COMBINATIONS
DASHBOARD
Central Section

Black

Perimeter

Carbon Effect

Insert

Darkflair Fire

SEATS
Fabric and Alcantara® - Electro-welded logo

Central Fabric
Stitching

Red

Band Fabric

Black

DOOR PANELS
Mirrors

Darkflair Fire

Insert

Carbon Effect

INTERIOR LOOK
Floor Mats

Darkflair Fire

Steering wheel

Sports, in black leather with red stitching and grey trim

Gearbox/transmission

Black faux leather with red stitching

Parking Brake

Black faux leather with red stitching

PASTEL

SPECIAL PAINT

601 Black

289 Alfa Red

296 Ghiaccio White

THREE-LAYER METALLIC

805 Etna Black

134 8C Red

SPECIAL COLOUR

METALLIC

www.alfaromeo.co.uk

DOWNLOAD

CALL

The App that offers information, services
and supportand support

SHARE ON
socialnetwall.alfaromeo.com

MORE CARE

Take care of your Alfa Romeo in one click

FOLLOW

Alfa
Romeo
InfoSocial @AlfaRomeoCareIT

E-COMMERCE
Visit Alfa Romeo’s on-line store at
www.store.alfaromeo.com
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